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Real Life Learning:  
Prepare for Life. Not a Test



Prepare for 
Life.  
Not Just aTest.
So much more than academics!

Spiritual lessons

Practical real life situations
Character Building Traits

All are intertwined





 

When I say “education is an atmosphere”,  
what do you think of? 
 
Little desks lined up?
 
School books adorning tons of shelves?
 
A chalkboard?
 
Lots of organized neat little folders?
 
Lots of worksheets and binders?



Our atmosphere on earth:

Protects

Supplies vital materials for us to live

Supplies necessary materials for growth of life

at·mos·phere
ˈatmәsˌfir/

noun



“I never teach my pupils. 

I only attempt to provide the conditions 

in which they can learn.”

 ~Albert Einstein





Deuteronomy 6:5-9 

Love the Lord your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul and with 
all your strength. These commandments 
that I give you today are to be on your 
hearts.  Impress them on your children. 
Talk about them when you sit at home 
and when you walk along the road, 
when you lie down and when you get 
up. Tie them as symbols on your hands 
and bind them on your foreheads. Write 
them on the doorframes of your houses 
and on your gates.



Day is broken up into 
“blocks”-
when time is up on a subject, 
we move on

School was set up to be 
efficient for the masses

We focus on getting a 
“diploma” that says we are 
“educated”

Erasing Old 
Views of 
Education



It becomes our lifestyle

There is no beginning and end to learning-  
we don’t have to stop at a certain time  

Children are “whole persons” –  
We are nurturing their character as well-

We are not teaching to the masses

We are creating an atmosphere of learning



We are teaching our children to live in 
the real world- by LIVING in the REAL 

WORLD!

When your children were babies, you were always pointing things out-”teaching”

That doesn’t stop when they are five

We are still their main source of education, 
as God intended



Nourish Spiritually

✤ Academic, Spiritual, and Character Lessons are all 
intertwined.

✤ But Spiritual must come first. Then everything else 
falls into place.



Spiritual Lessons : The Most 
Important Lessons

✤ Our #1 goal should be to point them to their need for 
a Savior and then to love Him with all their heart, 
mind, and soul

✤ Matthew 6:33



What Are We Teaching?

If I have taught my child all the book knowledge in the world, 
and they have perfect test scores, but have NOT taught them 
to put God first…I have not succeeded



Seek God Above All

✤ It is our ultimate goal to uncover God’s plan for their 
lives, not necessarily our plan.

✤ He will use whatever gifts He has given them for His 
purpose and His glory.

✤ We are to keep their eyes focused on Him and not the 
world.



Spiritual Strong Children

Spiritually Strong Children Will Be Strong in Character 
and Will Succeed in All They Do- Success comes in many 
forms. As long as they are following God, they will be 
successful!



Let Our Kids Become Who God 
Created Them To Be



Homeschooling as a Lifestyle 

✤ There is no beginning or end to learning

✤ Real life is the best classroom to learn about the world

✤ Each day is full of opportunities to learn-incorporating learning into lifestyle

✤ Be a Learning Family!



Homeschooling as a Lifestyle

✤ Not necessarily “unschooling:  
Still have routines (Disciplined subjects depending on ages)

✤ Learning becomes natural part of life

✤ Seasons-schedules change

✤ Often the best lessons learned, were never written in the 
plan book



Character Building Lessons

✤ Relationship Building

✤ Diligence and excellence

✤ Do all things for the glory of God



Spiritual and Character Lessons 
Lead to Better Academics
Love

Compassion

Giving

Humility

Charity

Responsibility

Perseverance  
Faith

Work ethic

Self-control

Discipline

God Seeking

God focus













Practical Real Life Lessons

Create many different areas in the home that provide the 
opportunity to explore:







Learning Outside the Walls





Entrepreneurship



✤ Building, areas- Lego, k’nex, give “projects to work on”; let 
them create their own

✤ Arts and crafts areas-playdough, paint, fabric, beads, 
recyclables, etc.

✤ Cooking-Forget the “play kitchen” from early on-apron, 
cooking utensils of their own

✤ Wood and tools area-their own hammers, wood, supplies

✤ Computers-computer art, programming, typing, research-
endless possibilities

Learning Areas



✤ cooking utensils

✤ tools-hammers, nails, screws, screwdriver, scrap pieces of wood

✤ measuring tape-{learn perimeter, area, radius, circumference, terms of measurement}

✤ bean box

✤ recyclables-for making inventions, crafts, or to use to hold paints and materials

✤ books, preferably “living books”, non fiction, picture books, reference, all kinds!

✤ maps and atlases

✤ brown paper lunch bags for puppet making

✤ binoculars

✤ constellation charts

✤ knitting, crochet, needlepoint

✤ envelopes and stationary for writing letters



✤ dictionary/encyclopedia {good old fashioned kind}

✤ homemade play dough/salt dough

✤ a library card

✤ the outdoors

✤ a garden or pots for planting

✤ legos

✤ a regular clock (not digital) for learning to tell time-don’t really 
need to buy a plastic “toy”-a real one works just fine 😉 

✤ old checks  {from an old account not in existence} and a register- 
learn how to write checks and keep a balanced account. We did this



✤ gears

✤ old magazines-use the pictures for collages and crafting

✤ a chess set

✤ logic puzzles and tangrams

✤ craft sticks-not just for crafts! math manipulatives or preschoolers making 
shapes/letters

✤ paper and pencils for creative writing

✤ cardboard boxes-all sizes for building towers, making dioramas, and all 
crafts

✤ field guides-birds, flowers, trees, animals

✤ a needle and thread/sewing machine {for the young ladies} and fabric 
scraps



✤ camera-use for learning photography

✤ video camera-learn to make movies and video editing

✤ sketch paper-all sizes

✤ long rolls of butcher paper/newsprint

✤ colored pencils, markers,   crayons

✤ classical music cd’s (playing in the background most days-not a forced time to 
listen)

✤ classic artwork- strategically placed about the house-immerse them in art!

✤ microscope/telescope

✤ magnifying glass for nature study

✤ paint

✤ scrabble game



July 13-15, 2017 
The Lodges at Gettysburg 

Gettysburg, PA

Special 
DISCOUNT 

For  
TTD 

Attendees! 

www.simplylivingforhim.com/Nashville



Visit Me at  
www.SimplyLivingforHim.com



Available at Amazon.com!


